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Structural and Mechanical Properties of TTR105-115 Amyloid Fibrils
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ABSTRACT Amyloid fibrils, originally associated with neurodegenerative diseases, are now recognized to have interesting
mechanical properties. By using synchrotron x-ray diffraction at high pressure in a diamond anvil cell we determined the bulk
modulus of TTR105-115 amyloid fibrils in water and in silicone oil to be 2.6 and 8.1 GPa, respectively. The compression
characteristics of the fibrils are quite different in the two media, revealing the presence of cavities along the axis of the fibrils,
but not between the b-sheets, which are separated by a dry interface as in a steric zipper motif. Our results emphasize the impor-
tance of peptide packing in determining the structural and mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils.
INTRODUCTION
A number of human neurodegenerative diseases, including
Alzheimer’s disease, type II diabetes, and the prion-related
variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob’s disease, are characterized by
the presence of proteinaceous deposits consisting mainly
of amyloid fibrils found among the affected tissue samples.
Understanding their formation mechanisms is thus of
medical importance. Although only a limited number of
proteins are known to form such fibrils in vivo, it is now
evident that in vitro, under the right conditions, any poly-
peptide chain can self-assemble into these fibrillar structures
(1). Recently, several groups have also begun to investigate
the structure-property relationships in amyloid fibrils for
potential nanomaterials applications (2,3). These self-assem-
bled structures possess remarkable mechanical properties
that could be harnessed to build and support three-dimen-
sional structures at the nanoscale (2). Their high strength
and stability against collapse under compressive loads
combined with their potential for functionalization on their
external surfaces could lead to new nanodevices (4,5). To
develop such applications, it is necessary to learn more about
the fibrillar structures and to determine their limits of
mechanical resistance and elastic properties.

X-ray diffraction studies of amyloid fibrils indicate they
are based on a cross-b motif, in which b-sheets run parallel
to the main fibril direction and b-strands lie perpendicular to
this axis (6–9). However, the higher-level organization of
these structures is variable and has been described by
various structural types, including b-sandwich (9) and
b-solenoid fold (b-roll or b-helix) models (6,10). Recent
crystal-structure determinations of smaller amyloid-forming
peptides have now been extrapolated to help interpret fibril-
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packing arrangements (11,12). The main finding was the
existence of a steric zipper structure in which b-strands of
one b-sheet interdigitate with those of the opposite b-sheet,
thereby creating a dry interface between the sheets.
However, this proposal remains to be validated experimen-
tally for amyloid fibrils, and at least one recent study has
found differences in peptide packing between crystals and
fibrils that could cast doubt on the model (13).

Here, we present synchrotron x-ray diffraction data
obtained in situ at high pressure in a diamond anvil cell
for mature amyloid fibrils of TTR105-115, an 11-residue
peptide corresponding to b-strand G in full-length transthyr-
etin (TTR). The structure adopted by this peptide in the fibril
has been elucidated by solid-state NMR (ssNMR) (14).
Previous studies on high-pressure stability of TTR105-115
amyloid fibrils indicate that they show remarkable resis-
tance to high pressures extending up to at least 1.0 GPa
(15). The results obtained in this study using different pres-
sure-transmitting media (PTM) (H2O versus silicone oil)
permit determination of fibril compressibility and pressure
derivative and provide insights into the degree of H2O incor-
poration and the amino acid side-chain packing (16,17).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

TTR105-115 peptide was obtained from Eurogentec (Liège, Belgium), and

fibrils were prepared as described previously (15). The diffraction pattern at

ambient pressure was obtained by measuring a droplet of fibril suspension

in a loop. For in situ high-pressure x-ray diffraction measurements, mature

amyloid samples were loaded into a diamond anvil cell. In the case where

silicone oil was the pressure medium, dried TTR105-115 fibrils were

deposited on the diamond surface and a drop of silicone oil (AP100, Fluka,

Milwaukee, WI) was added. The sample was contained within a 200-mm

hole drilled in a Re gasket. The pressure was determined using the ruby

fluorescence method. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Swiss-

Norwegian beamline (l ¼ 0.7183 Å) at the European Synchrotron Radia-

tion Facility (Grenoble, France). The sample-to-detector distance and the

image-plate inclination angles were calibrated using a LaB6 standard. All

experiments were performed at 22�C. The two-dimensional diffraction
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images were azimuthally integrated using the Fit2D program (18), yielding

one-dimensional intensity I(s) versus s (s ¼ d�1 ¼ 2sinq/l, where 2q is the

diffraction angle and l the wavelength). The peak maxima were determined

by peak fitting using PeakFit v4 software (Systat Software, San Jose, CA).

The data presented here are based on a single compression experiment, so

that the reported error values reflect errors in the fit to the data set rather

than any sample variability.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TTR105-115 fibril diffraction patterns in a capillary and
in the diamond anvil cell are shown in Fig. 1. They corre-
spond well those obtained previously for samples studied
in aqueous media at ambient pressure (19). Note that no
alignment procedures were applied so that the x-ray
diffraction patterns represent an isotropic average of fibril
orientations in suspension within the H2O or silicone oil
pressure-transmitting fluid environments. The strong signal
near 4.7 Å is due to the strand-strand separation along the
fiber axis, and this is typically referred to as the meridional
reflection in diffraction patterns of aligned samples (8). We
FIGURE 1 X-ray diffraction pattern of TTR105-115 amyloid fibrils in

aqueous suspension in the diamond anvil cell. (A) Diffraction pattern at

ambient pressure in a loop (upper) and in the diamond anvil cell (lower).

(B) Integrated and baseline-corrected diffraction patterns in aqueous solu-

tion as a function of pressure. The pressure values are indicated in GPa.
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also observe the diffuse equatorial 8.8 Å signal due to inter-
sheet distances normal to the fiber axis (19), as well as
a 3.8 Å reflection corresponding to Ca-Ca distances along
the peptide backbone (8). These three diffraction peaks
were observed throughout the pressure range, confirming
the resistance of the fibril structures to high compressive
stress environments.

Fig. 2 shows the pressure-induced shift of the main reflec-
tions, which allows us to determine the compressibility
characteristics of the fibrils that can in turn be interpreted
in terms of structural and mechanical properties. The pres-
sure-induced changes in the 4.7-Å, 8.8-Å, and 3.8-Å
FIGURE 2 Comparison of the pressure dependence of the main fibril

reflections in water (blue) and silicone oil (black). (A) Interstrand spacing

(4.7 Å). (B) Intersheet spacing (8.9 Å). (C) Ca-Ca distance along the peptide

backbone (3.8 Å). The standard deviation of the data points is 50.003 Å,

i.e., less than the size of a dot in the curve.
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reflections allow us to determine the compressibility param-
eters (a, b, c, and V) for a volume element defined along the
fibril axis (Fig. 3). We used these data to calculate the bulk
modulus (Ko) and its pressure derivative (K0

o) using a finite-
strain Birch-Murnaghan equation of state expanded to the
third order using Eq. 1:

PðVÞ ¼ 3Kof ð1 þ 2f Þ5=2
�
1 þ 3
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#
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The determined Ko values using water and silicone oil as
PTM are 2.65 2.5 and 8.15 0.93 GPa, respectively. These
values reflect the bulk modulus of essentially a protofilament
consisting of ab-sandwich, and they agreewellwith estimates
FIGURE 3 Mechanical properties of TTR105-115 fibrils derived from

compression experiments. (A) Variation of the unit cell volume with pres-

sure in water (blue) and silicone oil (black). The data (circles) have been

fit with Eq. 1 (lines). (B) Schematic representation of a TTR105�115

amyloid fibril showing the assumed unit cell (left). The antiparallel orienta-

tion of the b-sheets is schematic.
of the elastic moduli derived from atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and computer simulation studies on mature fibrils
(2). The bulk modulus is mainly determined by the change
in the intersheet distance, which shows the largest variation
with pressure, in agreement with findings for other layered
systems including graphite (20). We note that previous
AFM studies and computer modeling yielded an elastic
(Young’s) modulus along a single dimension under highly
nonhydrostatic conditions. However, for most materials
including these biological fibrillar structures, the bulk and
Young’s modulus have similar magnitudes, and the shear
modulus is lower by at least an order ofmagnitude.Our results
indicate that the bulkmodulus values measured directly using
our new approach compare favorably with the Young’s
modulus obtained from previous AFM studies. If we consider
the modulus along the fibril axis obtained from an analysis of
the curve in Fig. 2 Awith the one-dimensional analog of the
Murnaghan equation of state (21), then there is also a good
agreement between the studies presented here and the AFM
results (Ko ¼ 60 5 3 and 31 5 1 in water and oil, respec-
tively). Our method therefore provides independent support
for the AFM results and also leads to a new strategy for deter-
mining elastic properties of fibrillar structures.

Our results emphasize a fundamental difference in
compressibility behavior between fibrils observed using
H2O and those observed using silicone oil as the compres-
sion medium. The V(P) relations remain indistinguishable
until ~1–2 GPa, above which the fibrils compressed in
H2O become substantially less compressible than those
mounted in silicone oil (Fig. 3). The change in compress-
ibility can be identified as mainly due to a change in
compression behavior along the fibril axis (4.7 Å reflection)
(Fig. 2 A). This difference cannot be attributed to a phase
change in the compression medium. Although liquid water
transforms into solid (ice VI) above 1.5 GPa and into ice
VII above 2.0 GPa, there are no obvious effects of these
phase changes on the compressibility relations of the fibril.
In support of this observation, we note that the deviation in
compressibility between water and silicone oil can already
be seen to begin below 1.5 GPa. The finding that the
compressibility is smaller in water than in oil suggests
that the fibrils contain small apolar cavities that can be pene-
trated by water molecules under pressure (22), but not by the
larger silicone oil molecules, so that a larger compressibility
is observed in the latter case. It is known from solid-state
NMR studies that the ends of the peptide are more flexible
and do not contribute to the b-strand arrangement (14),
whereas Xe incorporation and binding experiments at high
pressure have demonstrated the existence of hydrophobic
intermolecular sites and exposed pockets within polypeptide
fragments (23). Taken together, these results suggest that
a few cavities exist within the fibrils that are most likely
located outside the cross-b core of the fibrillar structure.
Note that the above interpretation assumes that the fibril
structure is not affected by the change in PTM from water
Biophysical Journal 100(1) 193–197
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to silicone oil. This assumption seems justified given that 1),
there is no difference in the positions of the reflections in the
two media; and 2), the size of the peptide does not allow it to
adopt many other kinds of arrangement without any major
changes in the x-ray diffraction pattern.

Comparison of the compression along the fibril axis for
TTR105-115 fibers with previous results for insulin fibrils
(21) shows that the latter are more compressible. This indi-
cates differences in packing in the two systems, consistent
with the idea previously expressed that insulin is a b-sole-
noid-type structure (10,24), whereas TTR105-115 is more
likely to be a b-sandwich-type structure. Moreover, in
insulin, which is a larger polypeptide than TTR105-115,
structural disorder arising from larger parts of the polypep-
tide chain outside the fibril core can affect the compress-
ibility. This is in agreement with the observation from
AFMmeasurements that shorter peptides have higher elastic
moduli (2). A model for the packing of b2-microglobulin
fibrils, which dissociate at high pressure, also assumed the
presence of cavities outside the cross-b core on the basis
of density measurements (17). These findings have impor-
tant implications, as modification or functionalization of
amyloid fibrils can significantly alter their mechanical prop-
erties and stability, especially if the modification is done
before fibril formation, as in the case of hybrid systems (25).

In contrast to the 4.7-Å reflection, the pressure-induced
changes in the intersheet distance (8.8-Å reflection) and
Ca-Ca distances (3.8-Å reflection) are independent of the
PTM. In the case of the 3.8-Å reflection, there is some
scatter at high pressures, but this is likely due to the low
intensity and shape of the peak at these pressures. Note
that pressure-induced changes in the backbone are in agree-
ment with previous NMR data on BPTI (26). It is interesting
to note that the independence of the 8.8-Å reflection on the
PTM indicates that no solvent molecules are present
between adjacent pairs of b-sheets. This implies that
TTR105-115 fibrils are closely packed, and thus provides
the first experimental support for a steric zipper motif in
amyloid fibrils, as has been suggested for peptide crystals
(11,12). The close packing is also inferred from the values
of the bulk modulus, which is the reciprocal of the bulk
compressibility that is often determined for biological
molecules. In an interesting study on a disulfide-bond-
deficient variant of lysozyme (HEWL) the partial specific
adiabatic compressibilities (bS) of the protein and its proto-
fibrils were determined from a combination of ultrasound
and density measurements (27). It was shown that bS is
�0.075 GPa�1 for the disulfide-bond-deficient monomer
and 0.0135 GPa�1 for the protofibril, suggesting that the
latter is more compressible and contains more cavities
than the native HEWL, which has a bS of 0.047 GPa�1.
Our bulk modulus values of 2.6 and 8.1 GPa correspond
to bulk compressibilities of 0.39 and 0.12 GPa�1, respec-
tively. This indicates that the TTR105-115 amyloid fibrils
are less compressible than the average native, globular
Biophysical Journal 100(1) 193–197
protein (0.1–0.2 GPa�1) (28) and better packed than
HEWL-derived protofibrils. This is consistent with our
previous work on TTR105-115, in which we showed that
the early (immature) fibrils can be dissociated by pressure,
whereas the mature fibrils are pressure-insensitive (15).
CONCLUSIONS

Our results emphasize the importance of peptide packing
in addition to the recently highlighted role of hydrogen
bonds in fibril formation and stability (2). We have shown
previously that TTR105-115 fibrils show a time-dependent
change in pressure sensitivity, which was explained in terms
of packing changes resulting in fewer cavities and also an
increase in the number of hydrogen bonds (15). Efficient
packing and optimization of noncovalent interactions also
was shown to influence the early stages of the fibril formation
process of theGNNQQNYheptapeptide (29).We expect that
there should exist a correlation between the mechanical
properties and the shape complementarity factor, Sc, which
was recently found to have a very high value in peptide
fibrils (11). Such a correlation would allow the selection of
peptide amino acid sequences with desirable mechanical
properties.
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